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ABSTRACT 

This study aimed to examine infant emotion regulation as a feature of jealousy 

protest (JP). Previous work in which recovery from differential treatment (DT) was found 

augmented among infants of mothers who had demonstrated greater sensitivity during 

floor play called for further and more refined investigative attention to the contribution of 

maternal sensitivity. Toward that aim, regulation of JP was explored in relation to 

maternal interaction behaviors that communicate socio-affective and goal-oriented 

meaning and entail intrusiveness, at two time points, before and following DT. 

N=84 mother-infant dyads were observed when infants were 45 weeks of age in 

three interaction episodes, baseline floor play (Bl), DT, and reunion floor play (Re).  

Maternal behavior was coded for Social and Goal-oriented responses, and Intrusiveness.  

Infants’ behavior was coded for Distress. Evidence of regulation of JP was construed on 

the basis of decline in Distress following DT during Re. Findings revealed that Re was 

associated with an increase in Social responses and a decrease in Goal-oriented responses 

as mothers’ reacted to carry-over of infant Distress following DT through the display of  

increased warmth. Infants’ greater decline in Distress was found associated with greater 

Social responses during both Bl and Re. In contrast, decline in Distress was reduced 

among infants of mothers who displayed greater Intrusiveness during both Bl and Re. 

Findings on Goal-oriented responses were nonsignificant. 

In sum, findings of this study revealed that infant distress following DT was 

reduced among infants of mothers who displayed greater warmth and less intrusiveness 

before and after DT. These findings highlight the importance of maternal behavior that 
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reflects affection in both challenging and non-challenging situations toward the infants’ 

capacity to recover from DT.   
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Emotion regulation develops through children’s interactions with their primary 

caregivers and through caregivers’ reactions to displays of emotion by the child. 

Sensitive mothers should be able to identify a child’s emotional needs and help the child 

explore, moderate, and recover from strong emotions. In fact, sensitive mothering has 

been associated with infants who are better at recovering from distress (Albers, Riksen-

Walraven, Sweep, & de Weerth, 2008; Spangler, Schieche, Ilg, Maier, & Ackerman, 

1994). 

Jealousy protest has been observed in several laboratory experiments in which it 

was reliably elicited through a paradigm wherein mothers pay attention to a lifelike doll 

while ignoring their own child (Hart & Behrens, 2013a; Hart, Carrington, Tronick, & 

Carroll, 2004Hart, Field, Del Valle, & Letourneau, 1998; Mize & Jones, 2012; Szabo, 

Dubas, & van Aken, 2013). Typical reactions to this paradigm include heightened anger 

and sadness, increased interest and gaze, along with an approach response directed 

towards the mother. Once the mother is allowed to resume contact with her child, 

emotion regulation processes take place as the child strives to recover from differential 

treatment (DT).  At the same time, mothers attempt to help repair the relationship and re-

engage with their infants. (Hart & Behrens, 2013b).  

The reunion following challenging events has served as a fruitful source of 

information about the mother-child relationship and about developing emotional 
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competencies in the young child (Kogan & Carter, 1996). The reunion following 

differential treatment has been examined by only one investigative team.  In a study with 

10 month old infants, Hart and Behrens (2013b) found that reunion following differential 

treatment was associated with decreases in distress, but distress failed to return to 

baseline levels, indicating that maternal DT is a challenging experience for infants and 

that distress carries over into the reunion with the mother. The authors suggested that 

reunion following DT could be a useful paradigm for understanding the regulation of 

jealousy protest.  

The present study aims to examine maternal contributions to infant emotion 

regulation following jealousy protest. Although maternal sensitivity has been considered 

a strong predictor of child outcomes, effect sizes have not always been as substantial as 

researchers might hope, with one study stating that it has been an “under-performing 

variable in the empirical literature” (Lindhiem, Bernard, & Dozier, 2011). It has been 

suggested that taking a more fine-grained approach to measuring maternal sensitivity 

might result in greater effect sizes and more clearly elucidate the mechanisms by which 

sensitive parenting results in positive child outcomes (Jahromi, Putnam, & Stifter, 2004; 

Leerkes, 2011; Lindhiem et al., 2011; Meins, Fernyhough, Fradley, & Tuckey, 2001) . 

Therefore, this study refines maternal sensitivity as a construct with several components, 

and examines each component’s association with changes in infant distress following 

differential treatment. It is expected that certain maternal strategies will be associated 

with greater decreases in infant distress.   
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Although there is some evidence that maternal sensitivity contributes to the 

regulation of jealousy protest, it has not yet been determined which maternal 

characteristics or behaviors predict successful child regulation. It is also as yet unclear 

whether emotion regulation is determined by soothing strategies that mothers use in the 

moments following their child’s distress, or by the ongoing affective climate of the 

mother-child relationship. It may be that a generally positive and responsive mother-child 

relationship leads to the development of secure attachment and an expectation that the 

mother will be available when the infant needs her, so that behavior prior to differential 

treatment predicts recovery from jealousy protest.  Alternatively, mothers’ comforting, 

positive behavior upon reunion could help infants recover in real time. Evidence for both 

propositions exists. It seems likely that some combination of ongoing interaction quality 

and concurrent soothing behaviors determines infant distress trajectories. This study will 

analyze a baseline play interaction, assumed to be indicative of the typical mother-child 

relationship climate, and a reunion following differential treatment. Data from both of 

these episodes will be correlated with changes in infant distress to determine which has a 

more significant impact on infant emotion regulation.  

The overarching goal of this study is to contribute to our understanding of 

differential treatment, sibling relationships, and family functioning. Most children 

experience differential treatment in the context of sibling relationships, so understanding 

reactions to differential treatment and how both child and maternal characteristics 

influence recovery from differential treatment can further our understanding of this life-

long relationship. Paying more detailed attention to the construct of maternal sensitivity 
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may help elucidate maternal behaviors which facilitate the establishment of a positive 

mother-child relationship, and in turn this may help families establish healthy sibling 

relationships (Teti & Ablard, 1989). 

DT is often studied in the context of sibling rivalry. DT occurs when a parent pays 

attention to one of their children while ignoring the other for a period of time. Children 

who experience chronic differential treatment from parents may be at risk for 

maladaptation, including antisocial behavior and increased risk of violent behavior 

(Kramer, Perozynski, & Chung, 1999).  The theoretical root of sibling conflict is that 

siblings are seen as competitors for parents’ limited resources (Levy, 1934). Sibling 

rivalry has been described as the most powerful jealousy in childhood, because it 

threatens the child’s relationship with their parent, arguably the most important 

relationship in a child’s life (Miller, Volling & McElwain, 2000; Volling, McElwain, & 

Miller, 2002). One study found that the presence of a sibling was the most important risk 

factor in determining which toddlers would later become highly aggressive (Tremblay et 

al., 2004).  

However, sibling relationships are not universally hostile or competitive (Kramer 

& Ramsburg, 2002), and differential treatment of siblings is not necessarily detrimental 

to the sibling relationship. One study looked at DT as reported by young adolescent 

siblings and found that in some families, although DT was reported, it was seen as 

justified based on the different needs, age, or personal attributes of a sibling (Kowal & 

Kramer, 1997). This study found that DT does not always have negative outcomes for 

sibling relationships; rather, it is important to consider the broader family context and the 
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significance that children place on DT. This may be related to the concept of distributive 

justice, where even very young infants seem to understand that fairness can be defined 

differently based on personal needs or attributes, such as kindness or goodness (Geraci & 

Surian, 2011). Children’s understanding that their siblings have different needs and 

therefore may require more or less attention from their parents at a given time likely 

relates to their theory of mind capabilities and overall social competence (Kowal & 

Kramer, 1997).  

This study will attempt to relate maternal characteristics to child responses to 

jealousy protest. We expect that certain maternal behaviors will be predictive of better 

emotion regulation, while other behaviors will not be helpful in reducing jealousy protest. 

Problems with emotion regulation have been related to conduct problems and tend to 

persist over time; therefore, learning how to regulate emotions early in life is extremely 

important (Fox & Calkins, 2003; Little & Carter, 2005). The processes thought to 

underlie successful emotion regulation are based on skills learned in the first year of life, 

so understanding emotion regulation in infancy is especially critical (Stifter, 2002). 

Maternal behaviors could be predictive of emotion regulation and social competence later 

in life, and could also determine the quality of children’s sibling relationships.  
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter will review the literature on DT, jealousy protest, emotion 

regulation, and maternal sensitivity. This review will present information that will lead to 

our formulating hypotheses with respect to the manner in which maternal sensitivity 

relates to recovery from differential treatment.  

Differential Treatment 

 Years of research suggests that parental DT has negative implications for 

children, including impaired sibling relationships, aggression, and antisocial behavior 

(Kowal & Kramer, 1997; Tremblay et al., 2004). Research further suggests that the 

effects of differential treatment from parents may affect the emotional climate of the 

entire family, not just the disadvantaged child (Meunier, Boyle, O’Connor, & Jenkins, 

2013). Given this evidence that differential treatment can have negative effects on family 

relationships, researchers have attempted to simulate DT in laboratory settings to 

examine reactions to DT among children of various ages.  

Experimental Research on DT  

Differential treatment has been explored in a number of laboratory studies. One 

study examined children’s reactions to being ignored by a parent while the parent played 

with their sibling (Miller et al., 2000). In this study, one child was a toddler and one was 

slightly older. Older siblings displayed more happiness than distress regardless of 

whether they were being ignored or not, while toddlers displayed more distress than 
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happiness when they were being ignored. This indicates older children’s abilities to self-

regulate or distract themselves with play. Older children possess sufficient cognitive 

abilities to process the situation and react with positive emotions rather than anger 

(Volling et al., 2002). In a related study, older siblings who showed more emotion 

understanding were less likely to display jealous behavior, and children who were rated 

by their mothers as more temperamentally angry were more likely to become jealous 

(Volling et al., 2002). Interestingly, when siblings were observed with mother and father 

separately, a child’s display of jealousy was not correlated between the two parents. This 

indicates that sibling jealousy is highly context-dependent, and suggests that there is no 

such thing as a jealous child; rather, children display more or less jealousy depending on 

the dynamics of the relationships involved in a given triad (Volling et al., 2002).  

In these studies by Volling and colleagues, parents behaved differently with older 

and younger siblings, suggesting that parents hold different expectations for older 

children in regards to jealousy. Mothers were more controlling when older siblings 

showed greater sadness, and more unresponsive when older children attempted to distract 

them (Miller et al., 2000). This sheds light on the way parents perceive jealousy protest in 

their children. It seems that, although jealousy is typical in this and other samples, parents 

wished to discourage jealousy protest in their children. By ignoring jealousy protest, 

perhaps parents hope to extinguish it. Other parents became frustrated and controlling 

when their children exhibited jealousy; this was especially common with toddlers. Either 

way, parents do not seem to approve when their children are jealous, and tend to act in 

ways designed to discourage such behavior in the future. 
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Jealousy Protest 

 Outside sibling relationships, responses to differential treatment have been studied 

by a few researchers. Rather than using a sibling, DT is presented using a paradigm in 

which the parent focuses attention on a lifelike doll while ignoring her child, (Hart & 

Behrens, 2013a, b; Hart & Carrington, 2002; Hart et al., 2004; Mize & Jones, 2012; 

Szabo, Dubas, & van Aken, 2013). In research using infants, Hart and colleagues (2004) 

reported observed a constellation of affects and behaviors, termed jealousy protest. It 

includes heightened anger and sadness, heightened interest and gaze, and diminished 

distancing from the mother (suggesting an approach response). This response is seen 

when mothers ignore their six-month-old by attending to a doll (a social rival), but not 

when mothers attend to a book (non-social rival), indicating that even young infants are 

able to distinguish between social and non-social threats to exclusive maternal attention 

(Hart & Carrington, 2002).  

 More recently, Mize and Jones (2012) used a similar paradigm consisting of 

mothers paying attention to a book (non-social rival for maternal attention) and a lifelike 

doll (social rival for maternal attention). Consistent with their hypotheses and with Hart’s 

work, infants showed greater gaze, touch, and proximity to mother in the social rival 

condition compared to the book condition. Infants also displayed more negative affect 

and increased arousal in the social rival condition. This study also measured infants’ 

brain activity via EEG, and found that, consistent with prior research, greater approach 

behavior was associated with more left frontal activation.  Overall, this study provides 

strong support for the work done by Hart and colleagues, validating the jealousy 
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evocation paradigm and indicating that infants do display behaviors consistent with 

definitions of jealousy when challenged by a social rival, but not when challenged by a 

non-social rival such as a book.  

 Using a similar paradigm with toddlers, Szabo and colleagues (2013) found that 

children showed more jealous behavior when parents paid attention to a doll versus a 

book. This upholds similar findings with infants (Hart & Carrington, 2002; Mize & 

Jones, 2012). Toddlers in this study exhibited more jealousy when their mothers ignored 

them than when their fathers did. This could be due to the fact that in most families, the 

mother is the primary caregiver for young children, and therefore her differential 

treatment is more upsetting to the child than the father’s. In fact, research suggests that 

mothers and fathers may serve qualitatively different purposes and their behaviors may 

impact infant attachment differently (Hazen, McFarland, Jacobvitz, & Boyd-Soisson, 

2010). Children showed less jealousy when both parents ignored them at the same time 

than when only one parent did so. The authors propose that this is because children are 

used to their parents engaging in adult-only conversations and are better able to adapt 

when this occurs, as opposed to when only one parent is present and that parent ignores 

them. This is similar to findings from SFP research, in that infants are less disturbed by a 

mother’s inattention when there is a logical reason for it, versus if the inattention occurs 

suddenly and inexplicably (Mesman et al., 2009).  

 Across all experimental work using differential treatment, regardless of whether 

the rival is a sibling or a lifelike doll, children show negative affect when they are 

ignored by their mother. This negative affect can take the form of sadness, anger, fear, or 
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frustration, but the valence is always negative and conveys an overall sense of distress. 

Jealousy has been defined as a mixed emotion, believed to consist of conflicting approach 

and withdrawal impulses (Hart & Carrington, 2002; Miller et al., 2000). This mixture of 

emotions necessitates the use of a more general measure of distress when examining 

jealousy protest; to use only sadness or only fear could potentially exclude infants who 

are expressing jealousy but in a manner more consistent with the anger they are feeling.   

Reunion following Jealousy Protest 

Researchers are interested in infants’ responses not only during a distressing 

situation but also after the stressor has ended and mother’s attention is restored. This has 

been termed the reunion period, and may be the most fruitful source of information about 

individual differences in emotion development in the first few years of life (Kogan & 

Carter, 1996). Once the mother is allowed to resume normal interaction with her infant, a 

process of repairing the relationship and reducing infant distress should theoretically take 

place. In evocative paradigms, distress carries over from the evocation episode into the 

reunion (Hart & Behrens, 2013b; Kogan & Carter, 1996; Mesman et al., 2009; Volling et 

al., 2002). In the typical response, distress decreases upon reunion, but does not return to 

baseline levels. If the Still-Face Procedure (Tronick, Als, Adamson, Wise, & Brazelton, 

1978) or jealousy evocation episode is truly a stressful experience for infants, it follows 

that it will take time and assistance from mother in order to recover from such a stressor.  

Evidence of self-regulation during and following DT is provided by Hart and 

Behrens (2013b). Infants showed predictable patterns of distress when maternal attention 

was focused on a rival. Those who looked at their mother more during DT showed more 
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distress during the reunion, indicating that gaze aversion is an effective regulatory 

strategy in this context. This is consistent with other work which has found that infants 

use gaze aversion to reduce distress in mildly upsetting circumstances (Diener, 

Mangelsdorf, McHale, & Frosch, 2002). In the reunion episode, once mothers’ exclusive 

attention was restored, most children were able to transition back into a normal pattern of 

interaction, with decreased distress. However, some infants either could not be soothed or 

showed more distress in the reunion than in the DT condition. The authors concluded that 

such children lacked emotion regulation skills, based on the finding that these children 

frequently engaged in cycles of resistance, that is, decreasing negativity before escalating 

again. These infants show an inability to be soothed even by their mother, and could 

represent a defect in the mother-infant relationship. This could either be related to the 

contribution of maternal or child characteristics. 

Child Contributions to the Regulation of Jealousy Protest 

Emotion regulation consists of the abilities to monitor, evaluate, and modify 

emotional reactions to accomplish goals, and is related to many developmental outcomes 

(Thompson, 1994). In infancy, emotion regulation consists of efforts to modulate and 

cope with heightened levels of emotions. Emotion regulation abilities are likely 

determined by a combination of intrinsic factors (including temperament, attention, and 

effortful control) and extrinsic factors (parental caregiving style and interactions with 

siblings and peers) (Fox & Calkins, 2003). Children with a difficult temperament may 

require more parental regulation of emotion than children with easier temperaments. 

These innate predispositions interact with the parents’ style of caregiving in a complex 
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manner. Therefore, it is important to know the infant’s baseline emotional intensity level, 

because infants who naturally show more emotion will consequently require more 

emotion regulation (Southam-Gerow & Kendall, 2002).  

To measure infant temperament, Rothbart (1981) developed the Infant Behavior 

Questionnaire (IBQ), which consists of six scales measuring different dimensions of 

temperament. The Distress to Limitations scale measures how distressed a child becomes 

when faced with a frustrating situation (which may include waiting, being told no, or 

being physically restrained). This scale could be meaningfully related to jealousy protest 

because when infants are ignored by their parents, they will likely become frustrated. In 

one study, infants who were rated higher in negative emotionality showed greater 

jealousy than infants who were rated lower in negative emotionality. Temperamental 

characteristics of activity level and distress to limitations were positively correlated with 

jealousy protest, while smiling and laughter were negatively correlated with jealousy 

behaviors (Mize & Jones, 2012). Similar results were found using toddlers (Volling et al., 

2002). However, this finding was not replicated in a study using 10 month olds (Hart & 

Behrens, 2013a).  

Maternal Contributions to the Regulation of Jealousy Protest 

Research on maternal contributions to a child’s ability to recover from differential 

treatment has been limited. It seems likely that different types of maternal strategies, 

including social and goal-oriented responses, will be related to reduced infant distress.  
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Maternal Sensitivity. 

Maternal sensitivity is a construct which plays an important role in the 

development of secure attachment and emotion regulation (Ainsworth, Bell, & Stayton, 

1971). Infants use signals such as crying and smiling to encourage adult proximity, thus 

promoting the development of attachment (Bowlby, 1958). Maternal sensitivity is defined 

as a mother’s ability to respond to her infant’s signals appropriately, quickly, and 

consistently (Lindhiem et al., 2011). Infants who develop secure attachments to a 

caregiver tend to have experienced sensitive care, characterized by prompt and 

appropriate responses to their signals of distress (Ainsworth et al., 1971). The Strange 

Situation Procedure is used to assess attachment security, and focuses on mother-infant 

interaction upon reunion following a stressful separation. Attachment classification is 

based primarily on infant behavior during the reunion after the stressful separation, not 

infant behavior during the stressful situation itself. Secure infants are able to resume 

normal interactions with their mother, while insecure infants display continued distress or 

ambivalence toward their mother. Insecure-Avoidant infants show little distress when the 

mother leaves them alone or with the stranger, and little desire for contact with their 

mother upon reunion. This attachment type tends to be associated with caregivers who 

provide little physical comfort. Insecure-Anxious/Ambivalent infants are extremely 

distressed and angry with their mother upon reunion, and are not easily comforted by her. 

Infants in this group may have received inconsistent caregiving, so that they are never 

sure if their mother will be available to them or not (Ainsworth et al., 1971). 
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More recent research has failed to replicate the large effect sizes Ainsworth found 

linking maternal sensitivity and secure attachment (De Wolff & van IJzendoorn, 1997; 

Lindhiem et al., 2011). It remains unclear which specific maternal behaviors promote the 

development of a secure attachment (DeWolff & van IJzendoorn, 1997). This may be due 

to the vague definitions of sensitivity in Ainsworth’s original coding scheme and widely 

varying methods of assessing maternal sensitivity in the literature (Shin, Park, Ryu, & 

Seomun, 2008). Attempts to better understand the relationship between maternal 

sensitivity and child outcomes have included measuring sensitivity at more time points 

(Lindhiem et al., 2011), using different measures of sensitivity (Behrens, Hart, & Parker, 

2012), and focusing on different aspects of the definition of maternal sensitivity (Meins et 

al., 2001).  Also, some have suggested that it may be useful to measure maternal 

sensitivity during distressing or challenging tasks when it may be more predictive of 

positive child outcomes (Behrens et al., 2012; Leerkes, 2011; McElwain & Booth-

LaForce, 2006). Meins and colleagues (2001) studied a concept called mind-mindedness, 

which refers to mothers’ tendency to perceive their infants as human beings with unique 

needs, desires, and emotions. Mothers assuredly think of their older children this way, 

because they possess the verbal and emotional abilities to make their needs and wants 

known to their mothers. Sensitivity towards infants, however, requires mothers to infer 

mental states from their child’s behavior, and to respond appropriately based on this 

inference. Not all mothers are proficient at this task. In general, insensitive mothers are 

not unresponsive to their infants; they respond just as often as sensitive mothers. 

Insensitive mothers just respond in inappropriate ways that are not contingent on their 

infants’ needs or wants. These mothers do not evaluate why a child is behaving a certain 
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way, and therefore may offer care that is not tailored to the infants’ needs (Meins et al., 

2001).   

Maternal interactive responses have also been construed as representing social or 

didactic actions (Hsu & Sung, 2010). Socially-focused actions are those designed to 

soothe or comfort the infant, while didactic-focused responses are more goal-oriented and 

are designed to shift the infant’s attention away from the distressing event by focusing on 

an external object or event. In one study (Hsu & Sung, 2010),  infants of mothers who 

showed more didactic strategies during play showed more distress following the Still-

Face Procedure than infants of mothers who were more socially-oriented. As infants did 

not differ in distress levels prior to the SFP, it would appear that didactic responses may 

be acceptable within the context of normal play. However, when infants are highly 

distressed, they may require more comforting behaviors from their mother in order to 

resume normal interaction (Kopp, 1989). In a related study (Jahromi et al., 2004), social 

responses such as maternal holding and rocking, combined with vocalizations, were most 

effective at reducing distress. Feeding or other methods of distraction were ineffective at 

the highest levels of infant distress. Didactic techniques such as distraction may not be as 

effective for regulating high levels of emotional distress. Even though social responses 

such as touching or rocking may be considered more immature methods of responding to 

distress, it is possible that when infants are highly distressed they require mothers to 

regress to comforting strategies they may have used when infants were younger.  

In the present study, we will examine social and goal-oriented responses and their 

relations with infant emotion regulation following differential treatment. Goal-oriented 
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responses will be operationalized as positive responsivity and contingent approval, since 

both of these behaviors represent attempts to redirect the infant’s attention away from the 

distress experienced during DT. These can be conceived of as more cognitively-based 

strategies. Social responses will be operationalized as physical comforting and general 

encouragement, since these represent soothing behaviors designed to reduce distress by 

attending to the infants’ emotional needs. These can be construed as more emotion-based 

strategies (Hsu & Sung, 2010).  

Some of the most productive work on maternal sensitivity has focused on 

maternal responses following stressful events. The Still-Face Procedure (SFP), developed 

by Tronick and colleagues (1978), is a laboratory procedure in which mothers are 

instructed to sit facing their infant (who is usually secured in a high chair or other seat) 

and interact normally for a few minutes. Then mothers are instructed to suddenly stop 

interacting, adopt a neutral facial expression, and ignore their child’s bids for interaction 

for a period of time (Mesman, van IJzendoorn, & Bakermans-Kranenburg, 2009). A 

typical still-face effect (reduced positive affect and gaze and increased negative affect) 

has been reliably observed across many studies, although there are some moderating 

variables which have been shown to influence reaction to the still-face. Maternal 

sensitivity plays a role in determining infant reaction to the SFP: infants of highly 

sensitive mothers show more positive eliciting behaviors and looked more at their 

mother, and showed less avoidant or resistant behavior upon reunion (that is, when the 

still-face is terminated) (Haley & Stansbury, 2003; Kogan & Carter, 1996). It appears that 

having a sensitive mother teaches infants that even if the mother is temporarily 
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unavailable, she will eventually resume positive interaction. Overall, it seems that 

sensitive mothers should change their behavior from the baseline to reunion episodes as a 

result of having experienced such an emotionally stressful episode. It remains to be seen, 

however, whether it is mothers’ general pattern of sensitive behavior or their concurrent 

sensitive behavior immediately following a distressing event which contributes to infants’ 

well-being.  

In the present study, maternal behavior will be measured at two time points. First 

during a baseline play interaction which represents typical mother-infant interactions, 

then later following an episode of differential treatment, when most infants are 

experiencing at least a moderate level of distress. Mothers’ social and goal-oriented 

responses (Hsu & Sung, 2010) will be measured at both time points and their effects on 

infant emotion regulation will be examined. We expect that interactions in both contexts 

will help to determine infant regulatory abilities. 

Theoretically, sensitive and responsive mothers should be more effective at 

helping their children recover from emotionally stressful situations. Maternal sensitivity 

has been related to infants’ abilities to recover from everyday stressors such as bathing, 

as measured by cortisol levels (Albers et al., 2008; Spangler et al., 1994). Both of these 

studies concluded that, in addition to not providing support for distressed infants, 

insensitive mothers may actually contribute to increased infant distress through behavior 

patterns that are unpredictable. Infants of insensitive mothers were found to exhibit 

higher baseline cortisol levels over time than infants of sensitive mothers (Spangler et al., 

1994). This indicates that it is not merely the mothers’ presence which supports emotion 
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regulation, but rather that the overall infant-mother relationship quality contributes to 

infant emotion regulation abilities.  

Maternal sensitivity also impacts recovery following differential treatment. 

Following the SFP, infants of highly sensitive mothers exhibited positive vocalizations, 

smiling, and reaching for mothers, while infants of less sensitive mothers showed 

avoidant or resistant behavior and an inability to regulate distress (Kogan & Carter, 

1996). Hart and Behrens (2013a) found that infants of less sensitive mothers showed 

greater distress during differential treatment than infants of more sensitive mothers. In the 

context of differential treatment, infants will likely look to their mothers upon reunion for 

assistance in repairing the relationship. Infants of sensitive mothers should be more adept 

at regulating negative emotions for two reasons: first, they have been exposed to sensitive 

caregiving throughout their lives and this has enhanced their emotion regulation 

capacities, and second, sensitive mothers are more able to assist their infants with 

regulation in the moment while they are experiencing distress. 

Insensitive mothering is often operationalized as intrusiveness. In infancy, 

intrusive mothers exhibit over-stimulating behaviors, excessive affect, or rough physical 

contact (Hart, Jones, Field, & Lundy, 1999). Intrusiveness has been associated with 

negative child outcomes including increased sibling conflict and higher levels of stress 

hormones (Spangler et al., 1994; Volling & Belsky, 1992). Mothers who are intrusive or 

over-controlling, providing regulatory support to their children even when it is not 

needed, tend to have children who are less skilled at emotion regulation later in life 

(Calkins, Smith, Gill, & Johnson, 1998). When toddlers were required to self-regulate 
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during a delay task, children of mothers who had engaged in ongoing active interaction 

showed more distress than those whose mothers had been more passive (Grolnick, 

Kurowski, McMenamy, Rivkin, & Bridges, 1998). The authors suggested that mothers 

who engaged in ongoing active interactions overstepped their boundaries and provided 

too much emotional support for their children, thus undermining children’s opportunities 

to learn how to manage emotions for themselves. Intrusive, insensitive parenting can not 

only negatively affect emotion regulation abilities, it may also activate a stress response 

on its own, because the behavior is unpredictable and infants do not know what to expect 

(Spangler et al., 1994).  

Jealousy evocation is an emotionally charged paradigm in which the majority of 

infants display increased levels of distress which carries over into their reunion with their 

mother. In adults, jealousy is understood to reflect an underlying emotion of love or 

attachment, and jealousy protest has also been related to attachment in infants (Hart & 

Behrens, 2013a). Therefore, it seems that the regulation of jealousy protest may be more 

closely related to maternal social behaviors which reflect love and care, rather than 

maternal didactic behaviors meant to teach or distract the infant, rather than to express 

love and caring. 

Conclusion and Questions for Research 

It is clear that emotion regulation is a skill that must be learned in infancy and 

childhood, and remains important throughout life. Maternal sensitivity contributes to 

many positive child outcomes, including increased emotion regulation abilities. 

Following DT infants will likely seek comfort from their mothers in order to help them 
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regulate the distress experienced during DT. Sensitive mothers should be better at helping 

their children regulate distress, but it is as yet unclear whether maternal sensitivity before 

the DT episode (suggesting general maternal sensitivity) or during the reunion 

(suggesting sensitivity to distress following a challenge) is a better predictor of infant 

emotion regulation as indicated by reduced distress. Following the findings of Hsu and 

Sung (2010), we expect that mothers who show greater social-focused responses during 

play will have infants who are better at regulating their distress following DT. Given the 

relations between emotion regulation and child outcomes, and the need for infants to use 

parents as external emotion regulators, this study will examine how maternal sensitivity 

changes from a baseline free play episode to a reunion episode following differential 

treatment, and how maternal sensitivity relates to decreases in child distress following 

DT.  

This study includes data from three episodes: baseline, differential treatment (DT) 

and reunion. For this study, the main child outcome will be change in distress following 

differential treatment. Emotion regulation is operationalized as a decrease in distress. The 

main predictor of decreased distress upon reunion will be maternal sensitivity. Sensitivity 

will be operationalized as Social responses, Goal-Oriented responses, and Intrusiveness.  

Hypotheses 

1. Maternal displays of Goal-Oriented responses will decrease from baseline to 

reunion. 

2. Maternal displays of Social responses will increase from baseline to reunion. 
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3. Greater maternal Social but not Goal-Oriented responses will be related to 

decreases in infant Distress following DT. 

4. Decreases in infant Distress following DT will be associated with mothers’ lesser 

display of Intrusiveness during baseline and reunion. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODS 

Participants 

Subjects were 84 mother-infant dyads who were recruited through public 

announcements seeking mothers of infants interested in participating in a research study 

and able to visit a university laboratory to participate. The dyads included 20- to 40-year-

old (M = 29.31, SD = 4.91) middle class mothers (Hollingshead M = 2.61, SD = .83). 

They were 82% Caucasian, 11% Latina, 2% Asian, and 2% African-American.  The 

infants were 44% male, and approximately 10 months old (M = 10.52, SD = 1.07) at the 

time of the visit (See Table 1 for demographic characteristics of the participants).  

Procedures 

At approximately 10 months of age, mothers and infants visited a university 

laboratory. Informed consent was administered. Mothers completed questionnaires, and 

then mothers and infants were taken to a room that resembled a child’s playroom and was 

set up with two-way mirrors allowing experimenters to videotape the mother-child 

interactions. Against the far wall were two pillows and a play blanket, which the child 

was placed on.  

Next the dyads participated in the following 7 episodes:  

1. The dyads first engaged in free play for two minutes with a large sample 

of age-appropriate toys.  
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2. This was followed by a clean-up task that lasted two minutes  

3. Another free play session with only two toys of the mother’s choosing. 

This free play session serves as the baseline (Bl) interaction for this study  

4. Next, an experimenter entered holding a toy doll wrapped in a swaddling 

blanket. The doll coos, cries, and makes realistic baby noises when its 

stomach is pressed, and manipulation checks revealed that adults react as 

though it were a real baby when it is dropped on the floor. The 

experimenter sat on a stool across from the mother and instructed the 

mother to talk with her about the baby for one minute while ignoring her 

child.  

5. The experimenter then left the room, and mother and infant were allowed 

to play together for one minute.  

6. Then the experimenter entered the room with the doll again, this time 

handing the doll to the mother and instructing her to talk to the doll while 

ignoring her child for one minute. This mother-doll episode is the 

differential treatment (DT) or jealousy elicitation condition for this study.  

7. After one minute, the experimenter removed the doll from the room and 

the mother and infant played together for one minute. This minute is the 

reunion (Re) condition for this study  

For the present study, data from episodes 3 (Bl), 6 (DT), and 7 (Re) were utilized. 
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Measures 

Maternal Sensitivity. 

This construct was address by coding three constructs, Goal-Oriented responses, 

Social responses, and Intrusiveness.  

Using time-sampling methods, the presence of each behavior was recorded for 

each five-second period during the one-minute episodes (Bl and Re). Thus, the total 

number of possible codes was 12. However, because some variables were only coded 

when a specific pattern of behavior occurred, and because some episodes ended before 

the full 60 seconds, all codes were transformed by dividing the number of codes for each 

category by the total number of codes recorded for the episode.  

Reliability was established by using two graduate student coders. Each coder was 

trained in coding other variables in this dataset prior to beginning this coding task. One 

master coder coded all of the videotapes and a secondary coder coded 18 of the cases 

(21%) for reliability. In order to prevent coder drift, meetings were held at multiple time 

points to discuss what the coders had seen. Kappa values for reliability ranged from .74 

to .89 (Cohen, 1960).  

Goal-oriented responses. 

Two behaviors were addressed, Positive Responsivity and Contingent Approval. 

Both of these behaviors represent mothers’ attempts to redirect their infant’s attention as 

a means of reducing distress, and are cognitively-focused strategies, similar to Hsu & 

Sung’s (2004) Didactic responses. Positive Responsivity was coded when a mother 
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changed her behavior following an infant’s rejection. Positive responsivity was coded 

only following an interaction where a mother initiated a behavior or play interaction and 

the infant rejected it, and represents a measure of maternal sensitivity, that is, the 

mother’s ability to adapt her behavior based on her infant’s behavioral and vocal cues. 

Contingent Approval was defined as a smile, clap, or compliment that followed an 

achievement (and therefore was contingent on the infant’s behavior, not simply a generic 

positive statement).  

Social responses.  

This construct was addressed using two constructs, Physical comforting and 

General encouragement. Physical Comforting was defined as any hug, kiss, or embrace 

that is sincere and benefits the infant. General Encouragement included any positive 

behavior from the mother, such as nodding or speaking in a pleasant vocal tone, that did 

not fall into the definition of Contingent Approval.  

Intrusiveness. 

Demandingness/Reprimand was coded if a mother insisted on something being 

done in a certain way or used a sharp vocal tone. Negative physical contact was physical 

contact that was offered reluctantly (after pestering by the infant) or looked fake, or was 

rejected by the infant, or caused the infant discomfort (such as unnecessary physical 

restraint).  
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Infant Measures.  

Distress. 

Infant distress was coded in the Baseline, Differential Treatment, and Reunion 

episodes and was defined as any response that reflects negatively-valenced affect. Using 

a global method of coding, three categories were coded: facial affect, communication, 

and motor responses. Facial affect was scored by observing full or partial facial affect 

expressions suggesting anger, sadness, distress, or fear (Izard, Dougherty, & Hembree, 

1980). The infant received a score of 1 for displaying neutral or positive emotionality; 2 

for the brief display of full or partial facial affect suggesting anger, sadness, distress or 

fear; and 3 for an extended expression of these affects (e.g., cry face). Communication 

was scored 1 if the child made no sound except soft gurgle or non-repetitive clatter of 

play with toys; 2 if the child vocalized by whimpering or gasping, or engaged in banging, 

stomping, or kicking in a manner that generated noise; and 3 if the child screamed, cried, 

or made banging or kicking noises loudly or continuously. Motor expressions were 

scored 1 if the child focused on a toy with visual and manual attention; 2 if the child 

displayed freezing, clutching, hitting, repetitive motions, self-comforting motions, 

avoidance actions, for example, turn away from mother, cover eyes or ears, stand by 

door; and 3 if any of the previous motions were displayed continuously, tantrum, self-

injurious behavior. The three scores were summed to yield a total possible score of zero 

to nine, with higher scores reflecting more negativity or distress. Reliability was 

established by using two coders, one of whom double-coded approximately one-third of 

the cases. The coders were trained using videotapes of interactions obtained during pilot 

testing and with Izard’s (Izard et al., 1980) training tapes and manuals. To help prevent 
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biases, coders were unaware of the study’s aims, participants’ attachment status, and 

infant responses in other episodes. Reliability checks were conducted frequently to 

prevent observer drift. Gamma was .82.  

Change in distress. 

Emotion regulation was indicated by a change in distress from the DT episode to 

the RE episode. Change in Distress was calculated by subtracting distress in RE from 

distress in DT to yield a measure of emotion regulation. Positive values on this variable 

indicate that the infant was able, with the help of the mother, to regulate the strong 

emotions experienced during the jealousy condition and return to a lower level of distress 

upon reunion. Negative values, though rare (N=6 or 7% of cases), indicated that the 

infant was not able to regulate emotions and in fact showed more distress upon reunion 

with the mother than in the jealousy situation. Values on this variable ranged from -2.50 

to 6.00. (M=2.03, SD = 1.86).  

Infant negative emotionality. 

Scores on the Infant Behavior Questionnaire-Distress to Limitations scale 

(Rothbart, 1981) were used to identify children who were temperamentally difficult. This 

subscale measures how distressed a child becomes when faced with a frustrating situation 

(which may include waiting, being told no, or being physically restrained). 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

Analyses 

After descriptive statistics were analyzed (Tables 1 & 2), paired-samples t-tests 

were run to determine change in maternal behavior from the baseline to the reunion 

condition (Hypothesis 1). These results are presented in Table 3. To address Hypothesis 

2, 3, and 4, that maternal strategies in baseline and reunion would be meaningfully 

correlated with infant emotion regulation (decreased distress), correlation analyses were 

performed (Table 4). The IBQ-DTL was not significantly related to any maternal or child 

variables, and therefore was dropped from subsequent analyses.  

Change in Infant Distress 

Paired-samples t-tests revealed that Infant Distress increased from baseline to DT 

conditions (t= -16.3, p < .001), revealing that DT is a challenging experience for infants, 

decreased from DT to RE (t= 10.0, p < .001), indicating that upon reunion with mother, 

infants were able to regulate and decrease distress levels, and increased from BL to RE 

(t= -6.2, p < .001), indicating that some distress carries over from DT and infants were 

not able to return completely to a pre-DT state of regulation, at least in the span of the 

one-minute RE episode.  

Change in Maternal Behavior 
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Consistent with Hypothesis 1, paired samples t-tests revealed that mothers 

showed less positive responsivity (t= 4.04, p < .01) in the reunion as compared to the 

baseline. Mothers showed more physical comforting (t= -5.29, p < .01) in the reunion as 

compared to the baseline, supporting Hypothesis 2. Mothers also showed less 

demandingness (t= 3.47, p < .01) in the reunion. Mothers responded to their infants’ 

distress in DT by showing more socially-focused responses, fewer goal-oriented 

responses, and less intrusiveness. This pattern of behavior seems designed to soothe the 

infant rather than distract, and represents mothers’ inclination to reduce intrusiveness 

when their infant is highly distressed.  

Relations Between Maternal Sensitivity and Infant Regulation 

Correlation analyses revealed only one significant correlation between maternal 

behavior and infant distress in either BL or RE. Mothers who showed more negative 

physical contact in BL had infants who showed more distress in RE (r = 0.24, p < .05). 

However, when change in distress was measured (an indicator of emotion regulation that 

takes into account how distressed the infant was in DT), several significant maternal 

behaviors emerged. A positive change score is indicative of better emotion regulation. 

For maternal behavior in BL, more general encouragement (r = 0.25, p < .05) was 

associated with better regulation, while negative physical contact was associated with 

lower regulatory abilities (r = -0.37, p < .01). For maternal behavior in RE, 

demandingness (r = -0.32, p < .01) and negative physical contact (r = -0.25, p < .05) were 

associated with worse infant regulation, while general encouragement (r = 0.26, p < .05) 

and was associated with better infant emotion regulation.  
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These correlation analyses revealed that decreases in distress following DT 

depended on infant’s current and prior exposure to mothers’ physically intrusive and 

socially-focused responses. Maternal behavior in the reunion was slightly more predictive 

of infant emotion regulation, but maternal behavior in both contexts was meaningfully 

related to emotion regulation. Mother-infant interactions under both challenging and non-

challenging conditions helped to determine infants’ regulatory abilities, but sensitive 

maternal behavior did contribute to infants’ ability to regulate distress following DT. 

Socially-focused responses proved more effective at helping infants regulate distress than 

goal-oriented responses, consistent with Hypothesis 3.  
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Table 1. Participant Demographic Characteristics (N=84) 

 

Characteristic    Range   Mean (SD)          Percentage 

 

Maternal Characteristics 

Age (years)    20-40  29.3 (4.9)   

Education (years)   11-17  14.7 (1.6)    

SES      1-4  2.61 (.825)   

Ethnicity 

 Caucasian         81% 

 Hispanic         13% 

African-American        3% 

 Asian          3% 

 

Infant Characteristics 

Age (months)    7.9-13.0 10.5 (1.1)   

IBQ-Distress to Limitations  1.8-5.5  3.51 (.871)   

Sex 

 Male (N=37)         44% 

 Female (N=47)         56% 

Number of Siblings  

0          52% 

1          26% 

2          18% 

3          2% 
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Table 2. Descriptive Statistics of Maternal and Infant Behaviors 

       

Variable     Baseline   DT    Reunion 

      Range  M (SD)  Range  M (SD)  Range  M (SD)  

Maternal Behaviors 

GOAL-ORIENTED RESPONSES 

Positive Responsivity    0-.33  .06 (.07)     0-.18  .03 (.04) 

Contingent Approval    0-.50  .04 (.08)     0-.38  .02 (.06) 

SOCIAL RESPONSES 

Physical Comforting    0-.25  .01 (.03)     0-.83  .09 (.14) 

General Encouragement   .08-1.0  .75 (.24)     0-1.0  .72 (.26) 

INTRUSIVENESS 

Demandingness    0-.80  .16 (.21)     0-.80  .08 (.17) 

Negative Physical Contact   0-.44  .04 (.09)     0-.73  .06 (.13) 

Infant Behaviors 

Distress     1.0-3.0  1.2 (.49) 1.0-9.0  4.5 (2.4) 1.0-7.0  2.4 (1.6) 
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Table 3. Cross-Context Comparisons 

Variable  Baseline Mean     DT Mean    Reunion Mean   t-value        

CHANGE IN INFANT DISTRESS 

Baseline-DT      1.2   4.5       -16.3*** 

DT-Reunion        4.5   2.4    10.0***   

Baseline-Reunion     1.2      2.4    -6.2***  

GOAL-ORIENTED RESPONSES 

Positive Responsivity    .06      .03    3.79***   

Contingent Approval    .04      .02    1.73 

 SOCIAL RESPONSES 

Physical Comforting    .01      .09    -5.29**   

General Encouragement    .75      .72    .819 

INTRUSIVENESS 

Demandingness     .16      .08    3.47**   

Negative Physical Contact   .04      .06    -1.58 

     

Note: *p < .05; **p < .01, ***p < .001 
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Table 4. Correlations of Maternal Behaviors in Two Episodes with Infant Distress in Two 

Episodes and with Change in Infant Distress (N=84) 

 

Characteristic     Infant Distress Infant Distress      Change 

      Baseline  Reunion      in Distress 
 

Infant Temperament    .12  .02  -.03 

Baseline Maternal Behaviors  

 GOAL-ORIENTED RESPONSES  

Positive Responsivity    -.07  -.03  -.03 

Contingent Approval    -.05  .21  -.06 

 SOCIAL RESPONSES 

Physical Comforting    .02  .10  -.16 

General Encouragement    .11  -.14  .25* 

 INTRUSIVENESS 

Demandingness     -.05  -.04  -.07 

Negative Physical Contact    -.16  .24*  -.37** 

Reunion Maternal Behaviors 

GOAL-ORIENTED RESPONSES  

Positive Responsivity    .09  -.09  -.01 

Contingent Approval    .07  .07  .20 

 SOCIAL RESPONSES 

Physical Comforting    -.14  .11  .14 

General Encouragement    -.04  -.16  .26* 

 INTRUSIVENESS 

Demandingness     .08  -.04  -.32** 

Negative Physical Contact    .08  .20  -.25* 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Note. Table entries are Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients. *p < .05; **p < .01 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

 This study aimed to examine maternal behavior before and following a jealousy 

evocation episode in which infants were exposed to DT.  In particular, we sought to 

examine its relation to infants’ abilities to regulate distress stemming from jealousy 

protest. We examined maternal social responses, defined as those showing physical 

warmth and encouragement, goal-oriented responses, defined as actions designed to 

distract or instruct the infant, and maternal intrusiveness, defined as over-involved, over-

stimulating behavior, which is generally thought to be detrimental to mother-infant 

interactions.  

We hypothesized first that maternal goal-oriented responses would decrease from 

baseline to reunion, because mothers would be more likely to respond to infant distress 

with comforting, social-focused responses. This expectation grew from previous work in 

which infant distress has been linked with increases in mothers’ use of comforting rather 

than teaching behaviors (Hsu & Sung, 2010; Jahromi et al., 2004). This hypothesis was 

supported by a significant decrease in positive responsivity. 

We also expected that mothers would show greater social responses in the reunion 

compared to the baseline episode. This expectation also stemmed from previous work on 

mothers’ behavior in challenging contexts (Albers et al., 2008; Spangler et al., 1994). 

This was supported by our finding of a significant increase in mothers’ display of 
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physical comforting. In addition to observing increases or decreases in certain types of 

maternal behaviors from baseline to reunion, we asked whether maternal behaviors would 

be meaningfully related to decreases in infant distress. Infants’ abilities to regulate 

distress following a stressor has been related to maternal sensitivity in past research 

(Albers et al., 2008; Spangler et al., 1994), and so we expected to uncover similar 

patterns in the present context where infants had been exposed to differential treatment. 

Because we felt that mothers’ social responses, which reflect warmth, would be more 

supportive of regulatory processes at high levels of infant distress, we expected  that 

decreases  in infant distress would be found associated with mothers’ social, but not goal-

oriented, responses.  

Consistent with these hypotheses, maternal social responses in both the baseline 

and the reunion were related to greater decreases in infant distress following DT, 

suggesting superior emotion regulation. Goal-oriented responses showed no significant 

correlation with decreased infant distress.  Findings on intrusiveness revealed that infants 

whose mothers showed intrusive behavior, either in the baseline or reunion episodes, 

were less skilled at emotion regulation.   These results are consistent with findings that 

toddlers with over-stimulating mothers were less skilled at emotion regulation (Grolnick 

et al., 1998). Positive infant-mother interaction requires periods of rest and interaction. 

Constant stimulation does not help infants develop effective communication or regulation 

skills (Thompson, 1994). 

From this pattern of results it would appear that mothers who use socially-focused 

responses are focusing on the emotional needs of their infant, which seems to support 
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infants’ attempts to regulate distress following a challenging event such as DT.  Social 

responses represent love and care, and may be especially relevant to jealousy protest 

because the mother-infant relationship is being threatened by a rival. In adults, jealousy is 

almost exclusively studied in the context of romantic relationships (Ben-Ze’ev, 2010). It 

seems that infants do not require physical comforting to recover from emotional distress 

following DT; rather, a warm, pleasant interaction with their mother may be sufficient to 

regulate distress and re-establish interaction. Even though mothers showed significantly 

more physical comforting during the reunion, it was not related to reduced infant distress. 

This suggests that mothers believe physical comforting to be effective, but in fact it is 

not.  

Conversely, mothers who display intrusiveness undermine their infants’ sense of 

security and do not provide opportunities for infants to experience strong emotions and 

subsequently regulate emotions (Calkins et al., 1998; Grolnick et al., 1998). Emotion 

regulation is not simply the suppression of negative emotions; it is important for children 

to experience negative emotions and learn how to cope with them (Grolnick & Farkas, 

2002). Children who are denied opportunities to experience negative emotions by 

mothers who are intrusive lack opportunities to learn emotion regulation.  

Goal-oriented responses, on the other hand, draw the infant’s attention away from 

the negative stimulus, which has been shown to reduce infant distress in neutral or 

moderately challenging situations (Crockenberg & Leerkes, 2004). However, goal-

oriented responses have not been as effective in reducing distress in the context of high 

levels of distress (Jahromi et al., 2004; Hsu & Sung, 2010). Our findings were consistent 
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with this body of work. Infants in this study showed relatively high levels of distress 

during DT (average of 4.5 on a 9-point scale). When infants were highly distressed 

following jealousy protest, mothers’ socially-focused responses were more effective at 

reducing distress. Contingent responsiveness may not be as important when infants are 

distressed as it is when they are non-distressed. This distinction between sensitivity to 

distress and non-distress has been made in other studies, and may provide a framework 

for understanding our findings as well (Leerkes, Blankson, & O’Brien, 2009; Leerkes, 

2011).  

Finally, we examined the association of maternal intrusiveness with infant 

emotion regulation capabilities. We expected, based on the maternal sensitivity literature, 

that intrusive mothers’ infants would show impaired regulatory abilities compared to 

infants of more sensitive mothers (Little & Carter, 2005). It was also expected on the 

basis of previous work (Hart & Behrens, 2013b) on the regulation of DT. This 

expectation was supported when examining maternal behavior in both baseline and 

reunion episodes. Negative physical contact, defined as contact offered reluctantly, 

rejected by the infant, or causing the infant discomfort, was related with lower emotion 

regulation abilities whether it occurred in the baseline or the reunion. Mothers who 

display this type of behavior toward their infants may undermine the infant’s sense of 

security. Infants may experience this type of maternal behavior as unpredictable and 

uncontrollable, contributing to a general fear of the mother rather than a sense that she is 

supportive and nurturing. Therefore, intrusive or insensitive behavior increases infant 
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distress in addition to being ineffective at reducing it (Albers et al., 2008; Spangler et al., 

1994).  

The other measure that was used to represent intrusiveness, demandingness, was 

also related to infants being less adept at emotion regulation. Demandingness seemed to 

appear among mothers who seemed overbearing and reluctant to allow their children to 

learn how to regulate emotions on their own. It is interesting that maternal 

demandingness was only related to inferior emotion regulation when it occurred in the 

reunion, and not when it occurred in the baseline episode. Demanding behavior in a 

context where infants are already distressed undermines the infant’s developing emotion 

regulation capacities, resulting in infants who are unable to regulate distress, due to a lack 

of supportive mother-infant interactions (Calkins et al., 1998; Grolnick et al., 1998). It is 

possible that mothers themselves found the paradigm distressing (Mayes, Carter, Egger, 

& Pajer, 1991), and lacked strong skills to regulate their own emotions, so that the 

personal distress they felt with the jealousy paradigm spilled over into their interactions 

with their infants. Similarly, maternal temperamental style might contribute to infant-

mother interactions following jealousy protest. Future research should attend to maternal 

variables such as emotion coaching style or coping style.  

 In this study, we attempted to determine whether it was maternal behavior in the 

baseline or reunion episodes which most strongly predicted infant emotion regulation 

capacity. The existing literature presented arguments to support both propositions. 

Maternal behaviors in both baseline and reunion were correlated with infant behavior, 

although interestingly, demandingness only had negative impacts in the reunion. This is 
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not to say that demandingness is a practice to be encouraged; rather, it does not seem to 

have an impact on infant emotion regulation except when it occurs when infants are 

already distressed. Overall, it seems that both the overall emotional climate of the infant-

mother relationship and the in-the-moment soothing behaviors have important 

implications for infant emotion regulation.  

Limitations 

This study has several important limitations. First, we did not examine 

contingencies in infant-mother interaction, that is, whether infants’ distress increased or 

decreased following a specific maternal action. Future research should use sequential 

dyadic coding techniques to examine changes in infant distress following various 

maternal actions for each dyad. 

Further, it is possible that change in distress is not the best measure of emotion 

regulation. Some infants may not express distress outwardly, although they are in fact 

feeling greatly distressed. For example, infants who are rated Insecure-Avoidant in the 

Strange Situation show little distress upon reunion with their mother, and it is possible 

that these results reflect a similar process (Ainsworth et al., 1971). Some infants may not 

have shown much distress during DT, and therefore a decrease in distress would not be 

an appropriate measure of emotion regulation for them. Physiological indices of distress 

would be highly effective toward disentangling these two classes of inhibited children.  

Implications 
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Results of this study may have some implications for guidance of mothers who 

wish to support their infants’ developing emotion regulation skills. We found that general 

encouragement was most predictive of infant emotion regulation abilities following an 

episode of differential treatment. In contrast, maternal demandingness and negative 

physical contact undermined infants’ emotion regulation abilities so that infants who 

experienced these behaviors were not able to recover from the distress they experienced 

during DT. These results may also have implications for the emergence of healthy sibling 

relationships. Mothers with multiple children must inevitably engage in differential 

parenting at least some of the time, because it is physically impossible to attend 

completely to the needs of two or more children at the same times. If differential 

treatment is inevitable for children with siblings, it is important to inform mothers about 

which behaviors they can engage in during everyday interactions with their infants to 

enhance their infants’ abilities to regulate following DT. The sibling relationship is the 

most enduring relationship most people experience, and can be one of the greatest 

sources of social support as we age. According to the results of this study, it would 

appear that mothers who desire to promote positive sibling relationships between their 

children should engage in generally warm parenting and avoid intrusive, demanding 

behavior as well as negative physical contact.  

This study also has implications for researchers. By paying attention to multiple 

facets of sensitive maternal behavior, we were able to understand which maternal 

behaviors contributed to infant emotion regulation and which did not. This fine-grained 
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analysis of maternal sensitivity proved fruitful, and suggests that future research should 

rely on these types of nuanced  measures of this construct.  
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